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DSPECIALISTS product family HARVEY® on further development course
The product business of DSPECIALISTS is extended by the presentation of another variant
of the audio and media control matrix "HARVEY AMP" and the new configuration software
HYPERMATRIX®

Berlin, 07.01.2019 - Following the successful introduction of the new HARVEY® generation
last year, DSPECIALISTS GmbH, the provider of development services and products for digital
audio signal processing, will focus in 2019 on the further development and expansion of the
HARVEY® product family with new features and components.
In the new variant of the audio and media control matrix "HARVEY AMP", HARVEY has a
4/8/12-channel Class D amplifier unit and is capable of driving up to 16 passive loudspeakers
directly with a total of 80 watts (RMS). The target markets for the new device in a compact
1U housing are multi-room projects, multi-channel audio installations and conference
rooms.
HARVEY AMP will be presented at the ISE 2019 (booth 14-K170) in Amsterdam.
Another innovation at ISE 2019 is the HYPERMATRIX® configuration software.
HYPERMATRIX® makes it possible to configure several HARVEY® devices as if they were a
single device. Several HARVEYs can be installed centrally in a 19-inch rack or distributed over
a large area. HYPERMATRIX® always ensures simple configuration and correct latency control
on all channels.
Finally, the HARVEY Remote RC4 will also be presented in further versions. In addition to the
European version for 60 mm flush-mounted boxes, the counterpart for American switch
frames with a noble metal surface is now also available. The IP-based RC4 remote control is
freely programmable and makes it possible to call up presets or to set audio levels.
ISE visitors will be able to see how easy it is to configure HARVEY® for various applications
and how convenient it is to set up a project for a complex task within a few minutes.
The main advantages of HARVEY® are first class audio quality, easy configuration and the
ability to control not only audio but also media devices and lighting.
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